
The final two races of the January Watling Streetworks Dinghy Series took place on 
West Baldwin Reservoir on Sunday morning. 
 
Unlike the previous weeks cancellation due to a complete lack of wind, competitors 
arriving early were met with conditions that were marginal at best, strong, gusty wind 
and torrential rain.  However, the forecast was for conditions to improve, they did and by 
the start of racing the wind had moderated considerably, rain had stopped and sun out 
enough for even Jim Whitelegg in the ‘mighty’ Gull to test the waters. 
 
The Race Officer set a course using the full length of the lake and with Jim deciding that 
maybe it was still too much, retired, giving the rest of the fleet a chance to win! 
 
Setting the pace from the start of Race one was Andrew Dean slowly pulling out a good 
lead over fellow ‘well fed rustics’ (all had partaken in Burns Night festivities at the 
MS&CC clubhouse the previous evening) Jerry Colman and Ralph Kee.  They managed 
to sail around the becalmed Aero fleet finishing in that order.  After correction Ralph 
came in first, junior Peter Cope seven seconds behind and Andrew third. 
 
For Race two the Race Officer used one end of the lake to make the best of the 
increasingly flukey conditions.  In this race though Dave Batchelor managed, in the final 
stages, to push past early leader Andrew to finish six seconds ahead on the water with 
Simon Presley, getting to grips with his new Aero, in third.  After correction the win went 
to Dave Batch with junior Peter fifth on the water coming in second and Andrew holding 
onto third again. 
 
This concludes racing for the January series and no surprise it has been won by the 
ever consistent junior Peter Cope whose worst result was third!  Dave Batchoelor came 
in second and Jerry Colman third.  Sadly there are no pictures of Ralph winning a race 
but there will be full results on the MS&CC website and FB Page. 
 
Manx Sailing & Cruising Club would like to thank our sponsor Doug Watling of Watling 
Streetworks, Race Officer Keith Poole and May Shiu Chan and Luke Crowe for patrol 
boat. 


